Exchange of MoU between Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, MD, NIELIT and Dr. S.S. Mantha, Chairman, AICTE for aligning of NIELIT courses with NVEQF in the august
presence of Dr. M M Pallam Raju, Hon’ble Minister for HRD and Shri Kapil Sibal, Hon’ble Minister for Communications & IT and Law & Justice. Also seen in the picture is
Shri Rajeev Gauba, ias, Additional Secy, DietY
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FROM THE DESK OF THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
Dear Readers,

Happy New Year!

I wish you a new year filled with prosperity, joy, and contentment. 2013 has been an ‘exciting’
year for NIELIT, which witnessed many new initiatives, MoUs and achievements, propelling us
to climb back on the high growth path. I am happy to share with you that the surplus recorded
by NIELIT has increased by 144.62% over the previous year and I take this opportunity to assure
all stakeholders that NIELIT shall not only make its best efforts to sustain the momentum but
shall also improve it further through greater dedication and commitments.
In a historic event held on November 26, 2013, NIELIT has established a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the All India Council for Technical Education
(AICTE) for aligning its ‘O’ and ‘A’ Levels of courses with the Level 5, 6 and 7 of the National
Vocational Educational Qualification Framework (NVEQF) promulgated by the AICTE.
The initiative of NIELIT to align its courses with the NVEQF - an open/flexible
system, would permit individuals to accumulate their knowledge and skills, and convert
them through testing and certification into higher diplomas and degrees. The NVEQF aligned
NIELIT courses shall be offered as “NIELIT Certified IT Professional (NCITP)”, which provide
the required impetus by ensuring cross mobility of standards and qualifications between the
Non-Formal and the Formal sectors of education. This MoU would thus open new pathways
for NIELIT students as they would now be able to move up the chain by obtaining Degrees and
higher qualifications through the Formal system of education.
The 31st Meeting of the Governing Council of NIELIT was held on October 8, 2013
under the Chairmanship of Shri Kapil Sibal, Hon’ble Minister for Communications & IT and Law
& Justice. While appreciating the overall growth of NIELIT, Shri Kapil Sibal sir extolled NIELIT
to make inroads in newer paradigms specially in the area of GIS, ESDM, Cloud Computing
and IPR. NIELIT is now under the umbrella of ‘GOV.IN’ domain, in line with the latest .IN
Domain Name Policy, which advises all Union as well as State Government Departments to
have a Domain name under GOV.IN for providing on-line Services over the Internet. Also,
NIELIT jointly with C-DAC conducted a one day International Indo-European Conference on
Patents for Computer Implemented Inventions on November 22, 2013 at the India Habitat
Centre, New Delhi. The Workshop was inaugurated by Shri J. Satyanarayana, ias, Secretary,
Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY). The conference was aimed

to promote the use of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) in the ICT sector.
This issue of the Newsletter highlights the achievements and activities from
October to December 2013 and I remain confident that the readers would find the
articles informative and useful. I appreciate the contributions of all stakeholders for
making the year gone by both successful as well as memorable.

Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma
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MoU SIGNED BETWEEN NIELIT AND AICTE
cost in the area of IECT with the added benefit for the
students to pursue higher qualifications after undergoing
a NIELIT course. The National Vocational Educational
Qualification Framework (NVEQF) designed by AICTE
is an open/flexible system which permits individuals to
accumulate their knowledge and skills, and convert them
through testing and certification into higher diplomas and
degrees.
Shri Kapil Sibal, Hon’ble Minister of Communications & IT and Law
and Justice, and Dr. M.M. Pallam Raju, Hon’ble Minister of HRD
unveiling the booklet on NVEQF Course Curriculum for IT Skill Sector
with specialization as NIELIT Certified IT Professional (NCITP). Also
seen in the picture are Shri Ashok Thakur, Secretary (HE), MoHRD,
Shri Rajiv Gauba, Additional Secretary, DeitY, Ms. Amita Sharma,
Additional Secy, Ministry of HRD, Dr. S.S. Mantha, Chairman, AICTE,
Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, MD, NIELIT, Shri R.K. Upadhyay, CMD,
BSNL and other dignitaries.

In the event on Government-Public initiative for skill
building through the National Vocational Educational
Qualification Framework (NVEQF) and EETP
(Employability Enhancement Training Programme) in the
IT and Telecom sector held on November 26, 2013 at the
Ashoka Convention Centre, New Delhi, a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) was signed between NIELIT
and AICTE in the august presence of Shri Kapil Sibal,
Hon’ble Union Minister of Communications
& IT and Law and Justice and Chairman, GC,
NIELIT and Dr. M.M. Pallam Raju, Hon’ble Union
Minister of Human Resource Development, besides
other dignitaries including Shri Ashok Thakur, ias,
Secretary, Department of Higher Education, MoHRD
and Shri Rajiv Gauba, ias, Additional Secretary, DeitY,
Ms. Amita Sharma, ias, Additional Secy., HRD and Shri
R.K.Upadhyay, CMD, BSNL. In his inaugural address,
Shri Kapil Sibal appreciated the efforts of NIELIT and
AICTE for the alignment of NIELIT courses with the
NVEQF, which would provide a unique opportunity
to the citizens and the youth in the far-flung areas of
India to pursue quality education at very economical

Collaborating with Tel Aviv University,
Israel for Entrepreneurship Development
Programme

Officials from NIELIT, DeitY and Tel-Aviv University in Israel

Subsequent to the visit of the High Level Delegation from DeitY to
Israel led by Shri Kapil Sibal, Hon’ble Minister of Communications &

The MoU signed by Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, MD,
NIELIT and Dr. S.S. Mantha, Chairman, AICTE for the
conduct of NVEQF aligned NIELIT ‘O’ and ‘A’ Levels of
courses, at par with Level 5 and Level 7 of the framework,
certifies that these courses provide competency based
skills as defined under the National Vocational Educational
Qualification Framework (NVEQF). The NVEQF
aligned NIELIT courses, which would be offered as
“NIELIT Certified IT Professional (NCITP)”, shall
provide the required impetus by ensuring cross mobility
of standards and qualifications between the Non-Formal
and the Formal sectors of education.
Under this framework, the NIELIT Accredited Centres shall
perform the role of ‘Skill Knowledge Providers’ to provide
skill training in IT and ITeS sectors. The credits earned by
the candidates under skill training provided by the ‘Skill
Knowledge Provider’ or SKP coupled with the academic
part as prescribed for each Level of the Framework will
make a candidate eligible for a Degree in the Formal Sector
of education. The candidate is thus provided with a choice
to ‘mainstream’ his qualifications that he/she has earned
through the Non Formal System of education. As a result
of the MoU, the NIELIT accreditated institutes, by default,
would become a Skill Knowledge Provider (SKP). It may
be worthwhile to mention that NIELIT accreditated
institutes are not required to register themselves separately
with AICTE, a process which entails an expenditure of about
Rs 4 lakhs towards registration/inspection fee, bank guarantee, etc.
and are thus benefited both monetarily as well as in terms
of value additions. RAJNEESH KR. ASTHANA

IT and Law and Justice, a two member delegation comprising of Dr.
Ashwini Kumar Sharma, Managing Director, NIELIT and Shri A.K.
Arora, Scientist ‘F’ and HoD (HRD), DeitY visited Israel from 21-23
October, 2013 and held discussions with key officials from Tel Aviv
University, besides senior officials from Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and the Ministry of Economy, Government of Israel, besides head of
Industry Association from Israel and officials of the Indian Embassy
in Israel regarding a possible collaboration for a joint program in
Entrepreneurship Development between NIELIT and the Tel Aviv
University. The joint team of NIELIT and DeitY held discussions
with Mr. Udi Aharoni, CEO and also with Mr. Alon Epstein from
Recanti Business School, Tel-Aviv University. Mr. Elisha Yanay,
Chairman of the Board of Israel Association of Electronics
and Software Industries and ex-CEO of Motorola was of
the view that India and Israel can jointly develop capacity through
suitable training programmes in key area such as Communications;
Tele-Medicine; Public Safety and Agri-Electronics etc.
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CAPACITY BUILDING
Indo-European Conference on Patents for
Computer Implemented Inventions - 2013

The activities and the initiatives of NIELIT were presented to a
IT committee of the Rajya Sabha under the Chairmanship of
Dr. Karan Singh, Hon’ble Member of Rajya Sabha and ex
Governer, Jammu and Kashmir. Accordingly, an Online Digital
Literacy course along with a basic Computer Concepts course is
under conception/ consideration, which would allow the Hon’ble
members to learn computer at their own pace and leisure. The
Committee has directed NIELIT that the matter of developing such
complimentary online courses be also taken up with the Department
of Electronics and Information Technology. RAJNEESH KR. ASTHANA

Dr. Ashwini Kr. Sharma, MD, NIELIT, Dr. G.V.Ramaraju, Group Coordinator, R&D
in IT, DeitY, Shri J. Satyanarayana, Secretary, DeitY, Ms Margot Fröhlinger,
Principal Director, Patent Law& Multilateral Affairs, EPO and Shri Mahesh
Kulkarni, C-DAC, Pune at IPR conference

NIELIT has made inroad in the area of IPR and had organized a
One Day Conference on Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) on
November 22, 2013 at Silver Oaks Hall, India Habitat Centre,
New Delhi, jointly with C-DAC with participation of the
European Patent Office (EPO).
The Conference was inaugurated by Shri J. Satyanarayana, ias,
Secretary, DeitY. Shri Satyanarayana in his inaugural address
lauded the efforts of NIELIT and C-DAC in furthering the
cause of IPR in India. In the inaugural session, Dr. G.V.Ramaraju,
Group Coordinator,R&D in IT, DeitY provided an overview of
IPR activities at DeitY. Ms Margot Fröhlinger, Principal Director,
Patent Law & Multilateral Affairs, EPO provided an insight into
the role and activities of the European Patent Office (EPO). Also
speaking at the occasion, Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, Managing
Director, NIELIT explained that IPR is a term which includes
patents, copyrights, trademarks, registration of layout and
industrial designs, geographical indications and protection
of undisclosed information and these can be collectively used
for protecting different aspects of an inventive work for multiple
protections. NIELIT is one of the organizations mandated by the
Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY)
to bring awareness about IPR in the country.
The Conference was divided into four session on (1) ‘Legal &
Procedural Perspective’; (2) ‘Patents & their Role in Fostering
Cooperation and Innovation’; (3) ‘Use of Patent Information for
Strategic Roadmap of ICTE R&D’ and (4) ‘Panel Discussion’. Many
distinguished speakers from the European Patent Office (EPO)
and Boehmert & Boehmert Munich, Germany addressed the
participants, besides senior Government functionaries and leading
processionals from the industry and the Legal departments dealing
with IPR. Similar Workshops are also being planned by the various
NIELIT Centres all over India. B.B. DUA

Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, Managing Director, NIELIT and Shri Rajneesh Kumar
Asthana, Dy. Director, NIELIT with Hon’ble Members of the Rajya Sabha Dr. Karan Singh, Prof S.P. Singh Baghel and Sh C.P. Narayanan

Meeting of NIELIT Governing Council
The 31st Meeting of the NIELIT Governing Council (GC) was
held on October 8, 2013 under the Chairmanship of Shri Kapil
Sibal, Hon’ble Minister of Communications & IT and
Law and Justice. The Governing Council is the apex body in all
matters pertaining to NIELIT. The Council consists of distinguished
officials drawn from the academia, industry and the Government.
Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, Managing Director, NIELIT made a
brief presentation to the Council highlighting the achievements and
future plans of NIELIT. The GC members expressed satisfaction
on the opening of new NIELIT Centres in North-East region,
setting-up Intranet of NIELIT and Smart Virtual Class Rooms at
NIELIT Centres for quality training to students in remote areas.
The members also appreciated the efforts put in by the Managing
Director, NIELIT for signing of MoUs with various organizations
and taking-up new initiatives resulting in the overall growth of
NIELIT. The Council complimented the MD, NIELIT and his
team for registering an enormous growth. B.N. CHOUDHURY

Training Programme for Hon’ble Members
of Rajya Sabha
A proposal of NIELIT for creating awareness on Government of
India’s initiatives in ICT and e-Awareness programme for the Hon’ble
Members of the Rajya Sabha is under the active consideration of the
‘Committee on Provisions of Computer Equipment to members of Rajya
Sabha LXXI’ NIELIT has also proposed a e-Awareness programme
for the Officers and Staff of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat.

The 31st Meeting of the NIELIT Governing Council under the Chairmanship of
Shri Kapil Sibal, Hon’ble Minister of Communications IT and Law and Justice in
progress. Also seen in the picture are Shri J. Satyanarayana, Secretary, DeitY,
and other distinguished members of the Governing Council
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TECH-NEWS: e-UTTAR PRADESH
NIELIT Lucknow and NIELIT Gorakhpur jointly
participated in e-Uttar Pradesh on 29-30 November
2013 at Vivanta by Taj in Gomti Nagar, Lucknow
organised by the Government of Uttar Pradesh. The
event was inaugurated by Shri Javed Usmani, ias,
Chief Secretary, Government of Uttar Pradesh.
A presentation on “Role of NIELIT in ICT sector” was
presented by Dr. D.K.Mishra, Director In-Charge, NIELIT,
Lucknow during the event which was attended by the
Chief Secretary, Government of UP, besides other
senior Government Officials and heads of renowned
corporate groups like HP, Microsoft, Intel and others.
On the occasion, Shri G.S. Naveen Kumar, Special
Secretary, IT & Electronics, Govt. of Uttar Pradesh also
presented a memento to NIELIT. D.K. MISHRA

Shri Javed Usmani, ias, Chief Secretary, Government of Uttar Pradesh, being
welcomed at the NIELIT Exhibit at e-Uttar Pradesh

LAT E S T FROM T H E N OR T H - E A S T
construction of campus at agartala

Meeting of the Project Review and Steering Group under the Chairmanship
of Dr. Ajay Kumar, ias, Joint Secretary, DeitY in progress. Also seen in the
picture are Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, MD, NIELIT, Shri Y. Kumar, ias,
Secretary (IT), Government of Tripura, Prof. Anjan Kumar Ghosh, Vice
Chancellor, Tripura University, Shri A.K. Pipal, Additional Director, DeitY, and
other officials

A meeting of the Project Review and Steering Group (PRSG) on
the development of the North Eastern region by enhancing training/
education capacities in the IECT area, under the chairmanship
of Dr. Ajay Kumar, ias, Joint Secretary, DeitY was held at
the Conference Hall, State Guest House, Agartala on November
30, 2013. The objective of the meeting was to review the physical
and the financial progress of the project with special reference to
the construction activity of the Permanent Campus of NIELIT
Agartala coming up at 15 acres of land at Bodhjungnagar, Agartala.

Dr. Ajay Kumar, ias, Joint Secretary, DeitY and Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, MD,
NIELIT reviewing the progress at the construction site

The meeting was also attended by Shri Y. Kumar, ias,
Secretary (IT), Government of Tripura and Prof. Anjan Kumar
Ghosh, Vice Chancellor, Tripura University, Dr. Ashwini
Kumar Sharma, MD, NIELIT, Shri A.K. Pipal, Additional Director,
DeitY besides Shri T.P. Singh, Director, NIELIT, Kolkata, Shri
K. Baruah, Director, NIELIT Guwahati, Shri Anurag Mathur,
Director-in-Charge, NIELIT Agartala , Shri Anurag Kumar Gupta,
Dy. Director, NIELIT HQ and other officials. The project also
aims to upgrade existing NIELIT Centres in the North Eastern
States, besides setting up of twelve Extension Centers located in the
remote areas of the North Eastern region.
The efforts of NIELIT were appreciated by the Group and Shri Y.
Kumar, ias, Secretary (IT), Government of Tripura suggested
that the expertise available with NIELIT should be put in use to
further the cause of IT and e-Governance projects in the State.
Soon after a visit was also made at the construction site to review
the progress. As per NBCC, the permanent campus of NIELIT
Agartala shall be ready by September 2014. ANURAG GUPTA
www.nielitagartala.edu.in
The upgraded website of NIELIT Agartala which
has been developed using latest technology was
inaugurated by Dr. Ajay Kumar, ias, Joint Secretary,
DeitY on November 30, 2013 at Agartala
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A SPECIAL VISIT AT NIELIT SRINAGAR
Mr. Sheikh Mushtaq Ahmad, ias, Secretary to
Government, Higher Education Department,
Jammu and Kashmir and Mr. Pravez Ahmad Mali,
ias, Secretary to Government,
Technical Education Dept.
Government of Jammu and
Kashmir visited the NIELIT
Srinagar Centre on October 23,
2013. They were briefed about
the activities and facilities
available with NIELIT Centre,
Srinagar. They also inspected
various Labs and showed keen
interest in the R&D activities
of NIELIT and the repair and
maintenance
facilities
of
Hospital Equipments setup by
NIELIT Srinagar. The distinguished Secretaries also
attended a live demonstration of CISCO product
CEED (CISCO Education Enabled Development)

which is a collaborative cloud based video interaction
solution to enable efficient delivery of education and
skills development courses across the country. During
the demonstration, Shri Vasudevan V
Rangaramanujam, Program Director
CISCO mentioned that CEED is the
first step towards bringing inclusive
growth to rural areas using the
latest technology at affordable price.
CEED is a comprehensive integrated
open learning platform designed to
utilize CISCO, a collaborative suite
to deliver cloud driven live video
and other content hosted in the
application. Shri A.H.Moon, Director
NIELIT Jammu, Srinagar explained to
the gathering the various initiatives
of NIELIT in promoting e-Learning and the synergy
through effective use of resources and expertise
across all NIELIT Centers. A.H. MOON

IN THE PICTURE: Mr. Sheikh Mushtaq Ahmad, ias, Secretary, Higher Education Department, J&K; Mr. Pravez Ahmad Mali, IAS, Secretary,

Technical Education Department, J&K and Shri A.H.Moon, Director NIELIT Jammu, Srinagar at NIELIT Srinagar

17th NIELIT Centre Directors Meet

across NIELIT Centers will provide a boost towards sharing of
contents besides training through the concept of Virtual Classrooms,
Video Conferencing etc. He also stressed upon the furtherance
of various automation initiatives such as Online Registration and
Examinations and by putting technology in the best of use in the
day to day activities, by using the latest state-of-the-art packages such
as e-Office, File Tracking System,Activity Information Management
System (AIMS) etc.

Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, MD, NIELIT, Dr. A.K.D. Dwivedi, Director, NIELIT
Chandigarh and Sh. A.H.Moon, Director, NIELIT Srinagar/Jammu at the meet

The 17th Meeting of the Centre Directors of NIELIT was held on
December 13, 2013 at Hotel Chandigarh Beckons, Chandigarh from
0930 Hrs to 2130 Hrs under the Chairmanship of Dr. Ashwini
Kumar Sharma, Managing Director, NIELIT. Dr. Sharma in
his keynote address congratulated and conveyed his sincere thanks to
all Directors and Officers of NIELIT for their valuable coordination/
cooperation in the high growth of NIELIT. He further mentioned
that NIELIT is projected to not only sustain the momentum but to
also improve it further through a growth path in the years to come.
Dr. Sharma also expressed his deep gratitude, especially for Secretary,
DeitY and other senior officials of DeitY for their unstinted support
and guidance. In his opening remarks, Managing Director also
highlighted the various accomplishments including the important
activities in the pipeline.The early implementation of NKN activity

The NIELIT Centres Directors gave a brief presentation highlighting
the achievements and activities of their Centres and many issues
were deliberated at length.The meeting was also used as a platform
to brainstorm contentious issues and appropriate solutions were
worked out for creating better synergy among the NIELIT Centres.
Apart from NIELIT Centre Directors, some key officials of NIELIT
also made presentation on different issues. The Centre Directors
Meet proved to be a highly successful event and provided valuable
inputs and suggestions for further improving upon the growth of
NIELIT. SHAMEEM KHAN
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APPOINTMENT OF NEW DIRECTORS
Heartiest congratulations to Shri T.P. Singh, Dr. M.P.
Pillai and Dr Ranjan Maheshwari on taking-up the
assignment of Directors at NIELIT Centre Kolkata, Calicut
and Aurangabad Centre w.e.f 19.08.2013, 18/10/2013
and 19.12.2013 respectively.
Shri T.P. Singh has a vast
experience of about 24 years
in the technical field. Prior to
this he was working as Director
Aizawl Centre. Dr. M.P. Pillai
SH. T.P. SINGH
DR. M.P. PILLAI
has a vast experience of about
15 years in the field of R&D, teaching & education and
administration. Prior to this assignment he was working
as Director-in-charge, NIELIT Centre, Chennai. Dr. Ranjan
Maheshwari has vast experience of about 25 years in
the field of R&D and teaching. Prior to joining NIELIT he

was working with Rajasthan Technical University, Kota
as Associate Professor. Dr. Maheshwari has completed
his PhD from IIT Roorkee. Further, consequent upon
relinquishing the charge of Director from Aizawl and
Chennai Centre, the Aizawl Centre is
now headed by Shri N. Debachandra
Singh, Scientist ‘E’; Chennai Centre
continues to be under the charge of Dr.
Pillai in addition to his charge of Calicut
Centre; while Shri K. Bodhachandra
Singh has been transferred to Gangtok
DR. RANJAN MAHESHWARI
Centre and the charge of Imphal Centre
has been assigned to Shri T.P. Singh, in addition to
his existing charge of Kolkata Centre. NIELIT wishes
success to the officers who have been assigned new /
additional responsibilities and hope that the Centres will
flourish under their worthy leadership. B.N. CHOUDHURY

NIELIT participates in India Telecom – 2013
India Telecom series was successfully launched in 2006 to
showcase the strengths and provide a platform for investors and
businesses to collaborate and explore partnerships in the Indian
Telecommunication Industry.
This year the event was organized from 5th to 7th December
2013 at Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi to showcase the technologies
and trends for the entire communications ecosystem. INDIA
TELECOM 2013, was inaugurated by the Hon’ble Prime
Minister of India, Dr. Manmohan Singh on 5th December
at Vigyan Bhawan.
NIELIT had put up its exhibit at the event as a part of the team
from the Department of Electronics and Information Technology
(DeitY).

India Telecom 2013 with the theme “Internet of People to
Internet of Things - Future of Communications” was organized
to facilitate a close dialogue between the Government, industry
and academia on how to achieve the full potential of M2M and
new-age communication technologies in India.The event saw the
participation of more than 100 delegates and Exhibitors from the
Industry, Government, including international participation by
Canada and Korea and other countries along with their Industries.
The NIELIT Exhibit at India Telecom 2013 attracted many
visitors who were interested to know more about NIELIT’s
specialized courses in the Electronics and the Telecom sectors.
Many organizations from the Telecom Industry were also keen
to partner with NIELIT for furthering the cause of the Telecom
Sector in India. BASAB DASGUPTA

S N AP S H O T S FROM T H E E V E N T
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FROM KOLKATA, THE CITY OF JOY
Multimedia, Animation & Technology

JADAVPUR UNIVERSITY: CAPACITY BUILDING

Government of WB at the National Level Workshop on MAT-O
Level. Also seen in the picture are Shri T.P. Singh, Director,
NIELIT Kolkata, Prof. Sanjay Mukhopadhyay, Dept of Film Studies,
Jadavpur University and Shri A.K. Chandra, Scientist-E, NIELIT
Kolkata.

Prof. Souvik Bhattacharyya, Honorable Vice Chancellor of
Jadavpur University speaking during the inauguration of Basic
Computer Training Programme for the employees of Jadavpur
University. Also seen in the picture are Dr. P.K. Ghosh Registrar,
Jadavpur University, Prof. S. Bandhopadhyay, Dean of Faculty
of Engineering & Technology of Jadavpur University & Shri A.K.
Chandra, Scientist-E, NIELIT Kolkata.

A National Level Workshop for Master Trainers’Training
for implementation of Multimedia and Animation
Technology O-Level Course (MAT-O Level) was
held during October 3-5, 2013 at NIELIT, Kolkata.
Participants from 17 NIELIT Centres across the country
were present in the Workshop, which was inaugurated
by Shri Susanta Majumdar, ias, Secretary,
Department of Information Technology &
Electronics, Government of West Bengal. Prof.
Sanjay Mukhopadhyay, Department of Film
Studies, Jadavpur University addressed the gathering
as the Guest of Honour. The Multimedia and Animation
Technology ‘O’ Level (MAT-O Level) course (Diploma
in Multimedia & Animation Technology offered as
per the NIELIT O/A level framework) aims to give
effective coverage on image, audio, video processing and
editing including 2D/3D animation as well as web based
multimedia as per the prevailing market trends.
The MAT-O Level course has been designed by NIELIT
under the chairmanship of Prof. Santanu Chaudhury, IITDelhi with experts drawn from academia and industry as
members. The course is likely to be implemented from
the January 2014 session from selected NIELIT centres
on pilot basis. On successful completion of the course,
candidates may opt for a job roles such as Multimedia
Production Assistant, Multimedia Technician, Web
Developer etc. ARUP CHATTERJEE

A Basic Computer Training Programme for Jadavpur
University employees was conducted by NIELIT Kolkata.
The programme was inaugurated on September 16, 2013
by Prof. Souvik Bhattachryya, Vice Chancellor, Jadavpur
University in the presence of Dr. P.K. Ghosh, Registrar,
Prof. S. Bandhopadhyay, Dean of Faculty of Engineering &
Technology of Jadavpur University, besides other officials.
The participants were informed about the National
Level Training Projects and current educational activities
undertaken by NIELIT which was followed by a briefing on
the Basic Computer Training Programme being organized
by NIELIT Kolkata for the employees of the Jadavpur
University.
Prof. Souvik Bhattacharyya, Vice Chancellor,
Jadavpur University in his address extolled the participants
apply the use of computers and technology in their day to day
activities. He appreciated the efforts of NIELIT in conducting
corporate trainings from time to time. He also assured the
support of the University for the conduct of similar training
programmes in the future. Sharing his optimism towards a
long lasting relationship between NIELIT and the Jadavpur
University, he declared: ‘You are in good hands if you are
being trained by NIELIT’. Other speakers in the event also
voiced their appreciation and requested the participants to
use this platform to gain computer knowledge in a structured
manner. ASHOK CHANDRA

NEWS FROM DOWN SOUTH
EC MEETING AT CHENNAI

The third Executive Committee (EC) Meeting of
NIELIT Centre Chennai was held on September
20, 2013 at the office of NIELIT Chennai under
the Chairmanship of Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma,
Managing Director, NIELIT. Besides other members,
the meeting was also attended by Prof. K.

Ramamurthy, Dean Academic Courses, IIT, Madras.
Also, Shri Divakara Venkanna Sr. Finance and Admin
Officer from STPI attended the EC as a special invitee.
In his opening remarks, Chairman highlighted the
achievements and activities of NIELIT. The Executive
Committee noted with appreciation the progress
made by NIELIT Centre, Chennai. S.JANARTHANAM
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ENHANCING CAREER THROUGH LANGUAGE OF CRICKET

C HAMPIONING FOR A CAU SE : Kris Srikkanth, former Indian Cricket Captain and former Chairman of the Selection

Committee of the World Cup winning Indian Cricket Team held discussions with Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, Managing
Director, NIELIT at the office of NIELIT HQ on December 16, 2013 to discuss and explore possible collaboration for rolling out joint
schemes based on a programme developed by the National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small Business Development
(NIESBUD) that aims to improve life skills, develop personality and enhance careers through “language of cricket”.

FIRST ROUNDS OF RECRUITMENTS COMPLETED
NIELIT has been assigned the task of conducting the entire
set of activities pertaining to recruitment including conduct of
examination for filling up of entry level Scientific and Technical
Posts in DeitY, its attached offices and all statutory organization by
DeitY. Accordingly, 34 posts of Scientist ‘B’ in PB-3 (Rs.15,600/Rs.39,100/-) with Grade Pay of Rs.5400/- and 183 posts of
Scientific/Technical Assistant ‘A’ in PB-2 (Rs.9,300/- 34,800/) with grade pay of Rs.4200/- were notified by NIELIT.
Online applications were invited and written examination

was successfully conducted by NIELIT on 9th June 2013 in
24 cities across the country between 0900-1200 Hrs and 14001700 Hrs for the posts of Scientist ‘B’ and Scientific/Technical
‘A’ respectively. Interviews for the shortlisted candidates were
conducted during the month of July/August 2013 in Delhi
and Hyderabad. Final result was declared on 18th September
2013 and 11th October 2013 where in allocation of 24 seats of
Scientist ‘B’ and 180 posts of Scientific/ Technical Assistant was
done by NIELIT.The recruitment process for next cycle has been
initiated & the concerned organizations have been requested to
forward the vacancy position to NIELIT. R.K. JOSHI

NIELIT PLACEMENT PORTAL IS NOW OPERATIONAL!
NIELIT has launched an interactive Placement Portal which provides
an interface between candidates and employers. The Placement
Portal is gaining momentum through free registrations by students
and employers. More than 600 students have already registered their
details at the Portal and more than fifty employers have also provided
their organization details out of which a few of them have also posted
details of job opening.
The NIELIT Placement Portal is an ideal platform for Students and
Employer to interact and create better employment opportunities.
The prominent objectives of the Placement Portal are to: (a) create
awareness among students regarding available career options and
help them in identifying their career objectives; (b) identify suitable potential employers and help them hire the right
candidate; (c) assist the students in grooming themselves by providing necessary suggestions and steps required;
and (d) assessment of Soft Skills of NIELIT candidates through free online tests, powered by Wheebox
Many NIELIT qualifiers are already employed in private/ public sector organizations and this Portal is also a step
forward in providing better opportunities to the NIELIT students as well as the alumnus. BASAB DASGUPTA
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HIGHLIGHTS
New NIELT Centre at Ropar, Punjab

existing e-mail user-ids to the ‘GOV.IN’ mail domain provided
by NIC, which is registered as “nielit.gov.in”. In the first phase,
the e-mail IDs of NIELIT HQ employees and NIELIT Centre
Directors have been created under the new domain ‘NIELIT.
GOV.IN’. The e-mail ids under the ‘NIELIT.GOV.IN’ domain
shall also be used to access various other Government services
such as e-Office. SHAMEEM KHAN
Dr. Meenakshi Mahajan, Senior Technical Director & Head, e-Governance
Standards, NIC demonstrating the NIC e-mail services to NIELIT Officials.

Meeting of the Standing Finance Committee (SFC) for setting up NIELIT
Ropar, under the Chairmanship of Shri J. Satyanarayana, ias, Secretary,
DeitY in progress. Also seen in the picture are Dr. Ajay Kumar, ias, Joint
Secretary, DeitY, Shri J.B. Mohapatra, IRS, Financial Adviser, DeitY and
Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, Managing Director, NIELIT

NIELIT is setting up a new Centre in Ropar, Punjab. The
Government of Punjab has allotted about 12.5 ccres of land
adjacent to the proposed IIT campus at Ropar for setting up
of NIELIT Centre. Construction of the NIELIT Campus at
Ropar shall commence soon. The NIELIT Ropar Centre shall
offer training programmes in niche areas with thrust in the
Electronic and the Hardware sector to the objective of furthering
employment opportunities for the youth of Punjab besides
facilitating the growth of Electronics Manufacturing and IT
industry in Punjab and neighboring States.
NIELIT, Ropar would also have laboratories, library and
faculty resources to run undergraduate and postgraduate level
programmes in Information Technology, Electronics Designing
& Manufacturing, Embedded System and VLSI Design in the
Formal Sector besides Short Term programs in the Informal
sector. The proposed centre would also provide Incubation
facilitates for the benefits of people with technical skills and
entrepreneurial traits to evolve project plans for high tech wealth
generation ventures through R&D partnerships. The Centre
also proposes to conduct training programs in line with the
Joint Training Program Scheme (JTPS) of NIELIT Gorakhpur.
In addition, this Centre is also expected to metamorphose itself
a Centre of Excellence in e-Learning. Dr. A.K.D. Dwivedi,
Director, NIELIT Chandigarh gave a detailed presentation on
the project of setting up a new center at Ropar. ANURAG GUPTA

NIELIT CONDUCTS ONLINE EXAMINATION FOR
BUREAU OF CIVIL AVIATION SECURITY (BCAS)
In order to bring efficiency and transparency, Ministry of Civil
Aviation has approved NIELIT, to act as a nodal agency to
conduct examinations for Bureau of Civil Aviation Security
(BCAS) in On-line mode. An integrated portal has been
developed by NIELIT for processing of various activities like
candidates registration, nomination, acceptance and payment of
fees and conduct of examination of the BCAS courses. These
Online examinations are conducted by NIELIT at Delhi,
Mumbai, Chennai, Hyderabad and Srinagar. So far a total of
2096 candidates from different organizations like CISF, Spice
Jet, Indigo, Airport Authority of India, Jet Airways, Air
India etc. have appeared in the BCAS - Basic Aviation Security
(AVSEC) online examinations. ANURAG SHAH, U K TRIPATHY

NIELIT ADOPTS “GOV.IN” domain
As per Government of India directives, all Ministries should
either adapt to e-mail services which are fully controlled and
hosted in India or should use the e-mail services provided by the
National Informatics Centre (NIC). Government Departments
and Organizations are also discouraged to use e-mail services
through privately owned service providers like hotmail, gmail,
yahoomail etc. as these service providers generally host the user
data in servers outside India and is thus susceptible to security
and integrity issues.
NIELIT has proactively initiated the process of converting its

Online examination for Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS) in progress at
NIELIT Centre, Delhi
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jktHkk’kk fgUnh
jktHkk’kk fujh{k.k

fgUnh dk;Z”kkyk
jk’Vªh; bysDVªkfW udh ,oa lwpuk izk|
S ksfxdh laLFkku }kjk jktHkk’kk fgUnh dks
c<+kok fn;s tkus ds iz;kstukFkZ ^^jktHkk’kk fu;e** fo’k; ij ,d dk;Z”kkyk
dk vk;kstu fnukad 13 flrEcj] 2013 dks dk;kZy; ds lEesyu d{k
la[;k 1008 esa fd;k x;kA bl dk;Z”kkyk dk eq[; mn~n”s ; jktHkk’kk
fu;e ds rgr mifu;eksa o izko/kkuksa ls dk;kZy; Lrj ij vf/kd ls vf/kd
vf/kdkfj;ksa ,oa deZpkfj;ksa dks voxr djkuk FkkA rkfd] lHkh jktHkk’kk
fu;eksa ds rgr leLr izko/kkuksa ls foK gksdj ljdkjh dkedkt esa fgUnh
Hkk’kk dk iz;ksx vf/kd ls vf/kd dj ldsAa lkFk gh fu;eksa dk vuqikyu Hkh
lqfuf”pr djus gsrq Lo;a dk mRrjnkf;Ro o dÙkZO; Hkh le>sAa

lalnh; jktHkk’kk lfefr }kjk jktHkk’kk fgUnh ls lacfa /kr xksj[kiqj dsna ds fujh{k.k ds nkSjku
mifLFkr ekuuh; Jh j?kquna u “kekZ] laln lnL; ¼jkT; lHkk½] Jh vf”ouh dqekj “kekZ]
izc/a k funs”kd] jk-b-lw-izk-S la-] ubZ fnYyh] Jh vkyksd f=ikBh] funs”kd ¼izHkkjh½] jk-b-lw-izk-S la-]
xksj[kiqj dsna Az

lalnh; jktHkk’kk lfefr ,d fo”ks’k vf/kdkj izkIr mPp Lrjh; lalnh;
lfefr gSA lfefr dk eq[; mn~n”s ; ljdkjh {ks= esa jktHkk’kk fgUnh ds
izlkj esa c<+kRs rjh dks lqfuf”pr djkuk gSA bl mn~n”s ; dks n`f’Vxr j[krs
gq, lfefr ds ek/;e ls le;&le; ij ljdkjh dkedkt esa jktHkk’kk
fgUnh dh v|ru oLrqfLFkfr ,oa izxfr dh leh{kk dh tkrh gSA vHkh rd
lfefr }kjk dsUnz ljdkj ds fofHkUu ea=ky;ks]a foHkkxks]a v/khuLFk dk;kZy;ks]a
miØe ,oa laLFkkvksa dk fujh{k.k fd;k tk pqdk gSA lalnh; jktHkk’kk
lfefr ds vUrxZr rhu mi lfefr;ka gSAa ftlesa Hkkjrh; laln ds nksuksa
lnuksa ds vFkkZr~ yksdlHkk ,oa jkT;lHkk ds ekuuh; lkaln lnL; gksrs
gSAa bysDVªkfW udh ,oa lwpuk izk|
S ksfxdh foHkkx ,oa blds vUrxZr fofHkUu
dk;kZy;ksa ds jktHkk’kk fgUnh ds lEcU/k esa fujh{k.k lfefr ds vUrxZr xfBr
nwljh mi&lfefr }kjk fd, tkrs gSAa
foxr~ nks ekg ds vUrjky es]a lalnh; jktHkk’kk lfefr }kjk jk’Vªh;
bysDVªkfW udh ,oa lwpuk izk|
S ksfxdh laLFkku] xksj[kiqj ,oa fnYyh dsUnz dk
jktHkk’kk fgUnh ds izxkeh iz;ksx ls lacfa /kr fujh{k.k dze”k% fnuakd 01
vDVwcj 2013 dks fLFkr gksVy dykdZ o 03 fnlEcj 2013 dks HkkHkk
lHkkxkj] Ldksi dkWEIySDl esa fd;k x;kA

jktHkk’kk fgUnh ls lacfa /kr fnYyh dsna z ds fujh{k.k ds nkSjku mifLFkr MkW- vt; dqekj]
la;Dq r lfpo] b- ,oa lw- izk-S foHkkx] Jh vf”ouh dqekj ”kekZ] izc/a k funs”kd] jk-b-lw-izk-S la-] ubZ
fnYyh] lqJh jhrk vjksjk] funs”kd ¼izHkkjh½] jk-b-lw-izk-S la- fnYyh dsUnz] Jh txnh”k xksdykuh]
ofj’B fgUnh vf/kdkjh] b- ,oa lw- izk-S foHkkx] Jh iadt dqekj] mifuns”kd ¼iz.kkyh½] jk-b-lwizk-S la- fnYyh dsUnz] Jherh dapu jkuh] mifuns”kd ¼iz.kkyh½] jk-b-lw-izk-S la- fnYyh dsUnz] Jh
Hkxoku flag usxh] fgUnh vf/kdkjh] jk-b-lw-izk-S la-] Jherh e/kqckyk] foÙk vf/kdkjh] jk-b-lw-izk-S
la- fnYyh dsUnzA

jktHkk’kk fgUnh dk dk;kZy; Lrj ij vf/kdkf/kd iz;ksx dks c<+k, tkus dh
fn”kk esa mi lfefr }kjk lq>ko fn;s x,A ftlij] mDr dsna z ds ize[q k us
fgUnh Hkk’kk dks c<+kok ,oa izkRs lkfgr djus gsrq fo”ks’k dne mBk, tkus dk
fo”okl fnykrs gq, vk”oklu Hkh fn;k gSA

fgUnh dk;Z”kkyk ds nkSjku mifLFkr vf/kdkjh o deZpkjhx.k

,d lq>ko
jk’Vªh; bysDVªkWfudh ,oa lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh laLFkku ds
frekgh laokn&i= ds nlosa i`’B ij fgUnh fnol ds
vk;kstu dh lwpuk o fooj.k FkkA blds vfrfjDr]
laiw.kZ frekgh laokn&i= esa fgUnh ls lacaf/kr ;k fgUnh
esa nsoukxjh fyfi esa dksbZ lekpkj ugha FkkA “kk;n] gesa
fgUnh esa laokn o lapkj ds fy, dqN vfrfjDr iz;kl
djus iM+ ldrs gSaA blesa i`’B 12 ij QhMcSd gsrq fn;s
x, okD; dk voyac ysdj dfri; fuosnu dj jgk
gw¡A fgUnh lgt] ljy o tuekul dh Hkk’kk gSA bldk
“kkldh; Lo:Ik ftruk nq:g yxrk gSA laokn :Ik esa]
mruh gh jkspd o xzkg; Hkk’kk gSA fo”ks’kdj O;kdj.k]
vyadj.k o Hkk’kk foU;kl dh n`f’V ls fgUnh “kk;n fo”o
dh lcls le`) Hkk’kkvksa esa ls ,d gSA rks D;ksa u ge
fgUnh ds fo”kky oSHko ls vius ifjokj dks fu;fer :Ik
ls ifjfpr djokrs jgsaA vius bUgha fopkjksa dks lkdkj
djus ds fy, jk’Vªh; bysDVªkWfudh ,oa lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh
laLFkku ds frekgh laokn&i= esa ,d LraHk vkjaHk djus
dk izLrko gS---------------- dksbZ “khs’kZd lq>s tSls gQksZ dk
gsj&Qsj] uV[kV&dye] ljy&laokn vkfnA vki ;fn
vkSj csgrj “kh’kZd izkIr dj lds rks vfr mRreA
;kstuk ;g gS fd ge “kCnksa ls [ksyrs jgs gS
o vius fo|kFkhZ thou ls dkO; o vU; fo/kkvksa ls
vyadj.kksa ds lax vfo/kk y{k.kksa o O;aTu¨a dk iz;ksx
djrs jgsa gSaA bl izdkj gekjs ikl nks&nks] pkj&pkj dj
dbZ rqDRd&eqDrd] gkbdw] Nan vkfn dk Hka.Mkj ,d=
gks pyk gSA
jatu ekgs”ojh, funs”kd
jk’Vªh; bysDVªkWfudh ,oa lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh laLFkku] vkSjaxkckn
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS
Conversion of NIELIT into an Institute of
National Importance (INI)

working Tuesdays, especially to review the status of Projects in
the North Eastern regions. The Video Conference Meeting is
done through the ‘Smart Virtual Classroom’ facility available at
NIELIT HQ and the other NIELIT Centres. The first round of
review through Video Conferencing under the Chairmanship
of the Managing Director, NIELIT has already been
achieved in respect of the NIELIT Centres located at Shillong,
Guwahati, Itanagar, Srinagar and Kolkata. SHAMEEM KHAN

Meeting of the Committee in progress

The First Meeting of the High Level Committee to consider the
conversion of NIELIT into a University or an Institute of National
Importance (INI) was held on December 19, 2013 at New Delhi
under the Chairmanship of Shri R.K. Goyal, ias, Joint Secretary,
DeitY.
The Committee deliberated in length the various modalities
connected with the said issue including the expert advice rendered by
Prof. R.C. Malhotra, former Director, IIT Kanpur in respect
of the present scenario, within which this proposal can be discussed.
The Committee has decided to meet again on January 3, 2014 to
consider the proposal based on the existing infrastructural facilities
available with NIELIT Centres across the country. SANJEEV GUPTA

Review of Itanagar Center through video conferencing in progress

IPR WORKSHOP IN ELECTRONICS & IT
NIELIT Chennai conducted a IPR Awareness Workshop in
Electronics & IT in collaboration with Centre for Intellectual
Property Rights, Anna University on December 14th, 2013 at Sri
Ramanuja Hall, Anna University, Chennai. In the workshop Dr.
T.N. Shanmugam, Department of Maths, Anna University,
provided an overview on IPR and its importance in E & IT
Sector, which was followed by a session on Patent & Copyright
Protection for software & electronics by Ms. Swapna Sundar,
CEO, IP Dome. The other sessions were conducted by Shri S.
Chandrasekaran, Former Controller General of Patents,
Designs and Trademarks and Mrs. Brinda Mohan, a senior
partner of Mohan Associates and an Advocate enrolled with the
Tamil Nadu Bar Council. J.R. SURESH BABU

Shri R.K. Goyal, IAS, Joint Secy., DeitY chairing the meeting of the Committee on
Conversion of NIELIT into an INI

REVIEW THROUGH VIDEO CONFERENCING
In order to achieve inclusive growth through regular monitoring
of project and activities, NIELIT has introduced a system of
review through Video Conferencing. A schedule has been
drawn and a Video Conferencing Meeting is scheduled on each

Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, MD, NIELIT
inspecting NIELIT Centre Chandigarh. Also
seen in the picture are Dr. A.K.D. Dwivedi,
Director, NIELIT Chandigarh and other
officials of the Centre

Managing Director reviews NIELIT Chandigarh
Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, Managing Director, NIELIT visited NIELIT Centre Chandigarh
Centre on December 12, 2013 and conducted a review meeting of the Centre. He held
discussions with the officials of the Centre. Dr. Sharma also visited the Electronics Hardware
and Embedded System’s Laboratory setup at the Centre, He was briefed by Dr. A.K.D.
Dwivedi, Director, NIELIT Chandigarh about the new initiative undertaken by the Centre.
NIELIT Chandigarh is in the process of launching a one year Diploma in Energy Efficient
Electronics Products at 50 Select CABA-MDTP NCPUL Centres in the five states of Bihar,
Jharkhand, J&K, Delhi and Uttar Pradesh. Various LED based products being prototyped
like LED based Dhibri light, Lantern and Emergency Light were also demonstrated to him
during the visit. The efforts of NIELIT Chandigarh, specially for promoting technology in
niche area was appreciated by the Managing Director. DEEPAK WASAN

NOTEWORTHY EVENTS
Electronic System Design and Manufacturing
The Department of Electronics and
Information
Technology
(DeitY)
has
developed a Scheme for Financial Assistance
to select States/UTs for Skill Development in
Electronics System Design and Manufacturing
(ESDM) Sector at a total estimated cost
of Rs. 113.77 crore (approx). NIELIT is a
key player in this initiative where the Government is creating an
enabling environment to address the emerging human resource
requirements for ESDM sector. This Scheme also aims at creating
a Centralized Certification Mechanism by NIELIT and/or any other
organization recognized by the Sector Skill Council (SSC). NIELIT is
also the implementing agency for the establishment of a Programme
Management Unit (PMU) for this Scheme. BASAB DASGUPTA

PROJECT MANAGEMENT GROUP - KOHIMA, NAGALAND

Japanese DelegatION visitS NIELIT

NIELIT Officials in a meeting with Mr. Satoru Mitani, Dy. Director, Japan External
Trade Organisation, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Government of Japan

Mr. Tomofumi FUKAMIYA, First Secretary, Embassy of Japan had
shown keen interest to hold discussions with NIELIT for possible tie-ups
between NIELIT and the Government of Japan. In this regard a meeting
was organized on December 9, 2013 which was attended by Mr. Satoru
Mitani, Dy. Director, Japan External Trade Organisation, Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry, Government of Japan. Mr Mitani is also
the representative of HIDA (The Overseas Human Resources and
Industry Development Association). NIELIT is exploring the possibility
of rolling out specialized courses in Electronics and Hardware, with
Japanese language as a component, specially to facilitate the Japanese
industries to hire competent manpower. PARTHA ADHIKARI

Inauguration of ‘Students Counter’ at NIELIT HQ

For capacity building and monitoring of training programme for
ST Youths of Nagaland, the meeting of the Project Management
Group created by the Department of IT and Communication,
Government of Nagaland was held on 13 December 2013 chaired
by Shri K.T. Sukhalu, ias, Commissioner & Secretary, Department
of IT & Communication, Government of Nagaland. NIELIT is one
of the nodal agencies to conduct e-Governance and other training
programmes in Nagaland. PARTHA ADHIKARI

Dr. Ashiwini Kumar Sharma, MD, NIELIT speaking during the launch of e-Inclusion
Project. Seen in the picture are Dr. Rajendra Kumar, ias, Joint Secretary, DeitY, Dr.
S.S. Jena, Chairman, National Institute for Open Schooling, Dr. Dinesh Tyagi, CEO,
CSC-SPV, Shri Mohammed Riaz, COO, BASIX and Shri Sumanta Pal from Sahaj.

A refurbished ‘Student Counter’ at NIELIT HQ was inaugurated on
December 26, 2013 by Dr. Ajay Kumar, ias, Joint Secretary, DeitY
in the august presence of Shri R.K. Goyal, ias, Joint Secretary,
DeitY and Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma, MD, NIELIT. The Counter
has student friendly services like touch screen kiosk, water cooler and
dispenser, writing tables and comfortable chairs etc. ANURAG GUPTA

Shri Kapil Sibal, Hon’ble Minister for Communications & IT and Law &
Justice, Shri J. Satyanarayana, ias, Secretary, DeitY and Shri Rajiv Gauba,
ias, Addl. Secretary, DeitY at the Launch of e-Inclusion Project

Shri Kapil Sibal, Hon’ble Minister for
Communications & IT and Law & Justice
with the NIELIT BCC Certificate which
were awarded to successful candidates
during the event

LAUNCH OF E-INCLUSION PROJECT: The Common Service Centres (CSCs) are also to roll out e-Literacy programmes under the CSC-

SPV scheme.The CSC network is being also used to empower rural India through NIELIT’s CCC and BCC programmes. In a glittering event
held on November 24, 2013 at the India Habitat Centre, New Delhi, the e-Inclusion project was launched by Shri Kapil Sibal, Hon’ble Minister
for Communications & IT and Law & Justice. The e-inclusion project aims to make one person in each household e-literate. The Hon’ble
Minister in his inaugural address also highlighted the significance and role of NIELIT in the proliferation of Digital Literacy in this country.
The Hon’ble Minister also handed over the NIELIT BCC certificates to select candidates drawn from the remote corners of India, who have
successfully completed NIELIT’s BCC programme.The inaugural session was followed by a Panel Discussion on ‘Potential of CSC Network in
extending e-Literacy to Rural India’ chaired by Dr. Rajendra Kumar, ias, Joint Secy, DeitY BASAB DASGUPTA, ANURAG SHAH
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